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Kirkland & Ellis is an international law firm with 1100 lawyers located in London, 
Munich, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco and Washington DC.  In 
London, Kirkland occupies more than 33,000 square feet of space in the landmark 
building, commonly known as ̀the Gherkin', in the heart of the financial district. 

The 40-story skyscraper was designed by Foster and Partners, who are also 
responsible for the design of the London Millennium Bridge and City Hall, 
headquarters of the Gheadquarters of the Greater London Authority. 

Working with main contractors, Collins Construction, and architects Pringle Brandon 
Perkins & Will, Style was specified to provide flexible meeting areas on level 22 of 
this impressive building.

Skyfold was chosen to combine with a glass moveable wall; the glass wall sourced 
specifically by Style for this installation to precisely match another partitioning wall 
installed 11 years previously.

“Sky“Skyfold is an incredible moveable wall solution,” said Julian Sargent, Style’s group 
managing director. “As a fully automatic, vertically rising, acoustic partitioning wall 
system it is housed discreetly in the ceiling cavity, therefore taking up no floor space 
whatsoever when not in use. 

“It then glides quietly and effortlessly into place at the push of a button, and for 
Kirkland and Ellis this ‘classic’ model, in a chic Knoll Bollywood textile finish, delivered 
acoustics of 51dB Rw, although the Skyfold range extends all the way to 59dB which 
is virtual soundpis virtual soundproofing.

“As the requirement was also to match a glass partitioning wall installed over a 
decade ago, we also sourced and installed a bespoke glass wall solution for Kirkland 
and Ellis so that the new meeting area matched the others perfectly.

“The end result looked stunning. The glass providing lots of light and a blend of 
openness and privacy, and the Skyfold acting as a real showpiece for clients as well 
as being hugely practical.”
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